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EVAN
The Evan sofa combines sleek modern design and 
utilitarian resourcefulness. With its deep chaise lounge 
and polished wood side table, this sofa is a great option 
to maximize space creatively.  click here

KIMMY
The Kimmy is part of our Hollywood Regency inspired 
collection and exudes glamour. Its generous L-shape 
accommodates many people, while maintaining its posh 
aesthetic.  click here

TODD
It’s all in the details. The Todd maintains its graceful 
posture with its clean lines and elegant frame. The slim 
stainless steel legs give it an aura of weightlessness, while 
the double cushion upholstery adds an unexpected sense 
of dimension.  click here

DOV
While the Dov sectional is minimalist in design, its deep 
cushions and sizable ottoman make it fully functional and 
a chic addition to any space.  click here
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ABBEY
Our Abbey is a real show stopper. Its unique “staircase” 
profile with nailhead detailing sets it apart. While its style 
is undeniable, the Abbey is also about comfort, with deep 
cushions.  click here

SARAH
The Sarah’s curved shape sets it apart from other 
sofas, and its striking design makes it one of our favorite 
Hollywood Regency pieces. Not only is the Sarah 
generous in size, but its stylish details will have your 
friends full of envy.  click here

DEBORAH
This tufted sofa with high gloss wood panels is our  
nod to the Hollywood Regency style. Its deep seat  
offers roominess, while its unique design leaves a  
chic impression.  click here

CARTER
This settee is the ideal size for smaller spaces. Its classic 
lines and masculine design lends itself beautifully to both 
traditional and contemporary spaces.  click here
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ANDI
The charming combination of materials makes the Andi 
an attractive addition to any room. With its distinguished 
posture, the Andi can easily stand at the head of the table 
or bring poise to a bedroom or study.  click here

JESS
The Jess is a true fusion of modern and traditional 
design. Its sleek structure and polished chrome legs are 
seamlessly juxtaposed against the traditional tufting and 
1960’s inspiration.  click here

JAIME
The Jaime is as versatile as it is handsome. The sharp 
geometric lines of the stainless steel arms and legs are 
perfectly juxtaposed with soft upholstery and cozy 
cushions.  click here

MILO
This is our high quality replica of the classic mid-centry 
modern Barcelona chair. The Milo’s iconic features give 
it the character of an old vintage piece, while its sound 
structure is all modern.  click here
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ELLIOT
Based on the famous Wegner Wishbone chair first 
introduced in the 1950’s, the Elliot is simplistic in form, 
zfu solid in construction and design.  click here

CLARA
The Clara is our quality replica of Philippe Starck’s Louis 
Ghost chair. She is undeniably glamourous, which is fitting, 
as she was originally designed after the classic lines of the 
Louis XV armchair. The Clara is the ideal combination of 
modern materials and classic design, which makes her fit 
in perfectly amongst any decor style.  click here

PIPER
The strapping young Piper has a retro-inspired feel to its 
design. Its refined simplicity is a wonderful addition to any 
kitchen or dining area.  click here

HARVEY
Don’t let the sleek simplicity of the Harvey fool you–its 
elegant modern style will work in the plushest or most 
minimalist of rooms.  click here
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NATALIE
The Natalie is all about drama. Its unique cut out design 
adds extra pizazz to any room.  click here

TESS
The outline of our Tess is classically shaped, but its unique 
circular cut out is an unexpected design element that 
sets it apart from your average headboard.  click here

LEXI
The Lexi has a royal quality to its design, with tiers 
reminiscent of a crown. We know it would make  
Princess Kate swoon.  click here

AMANDA
With plush tufting and bold nailheads, the Amanda is a 
beautiful mix of soft lines and edgy details, making it a 
statement piece for any bedroom.  click here
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